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Systems composed of a poly(\(N\)-isopropylacrylamide)-co-acrylic acid (pNIPAm-co-AAc) microgels (AAC-MG) and poly(\(N\)-isopropylacrylamide-3-(acrylamido)phenylboronic acid) (pNIPAm-co-APBA) microgels (APBA-MG) were used to sequentially release small molecules to a system in a controlled and triggered fashion. Specifically, at pH 10.0, methylene blue (MB, positively charged) exhibited strong electrostatic interactions with both the negatively charged AAC and APBA-modified microgels. This resulted in MB uptake into both of the microgels. At pH 7.0, the APBA groups were neutralized, allowing MB to be released from the APBA-MG only. When the solution pH was again lowered to 3.0, the AAC groups are neutralized allowing MB to be released from the AAC-MG. By incorporating the mixed microgels into reservoir devices, and varying their ratio, the small molecule release rate and release amount (dosage) can be easily tuned. Furthermore, two different small molecules can be loaded into the two distinct microgels, which allows for their sequential release at particular pHs. These devices could find use for delivering multiple drugs to a system in a controlled and triggered fashion, which may find a variety of biomedical applications.

Introduction

Controlled and triggered drug delivery systems have played a major role in improved disease treatment over the past few decades.1–6 This is in part due to their ability to render otherwise toxic drug treatments relatively non-toxic by controlling dosages through controlled release rates. Most materials to date have been engineered to deliver a single small molecule drug to a system, and many are commercially available, such as the Cypher® stent from Johnson & Johnson, and the Taxus® stent from Boston Scientific. These, and similar devices, can be generated by mixing drug molecules with degradable polymers, which degrade under certain conditions to release a small molecule at a given rate. While these materials have certainly enhanced human health, many medical conditions are controlled by multiple biomolecules. Therefore, comprehensive treatment of certain diseases and conditions may be more effectively achieved by delivering more than one drug at a time to a system. Recently, the concept of multi-drug therapy was introduced7–10 and systems that deliver multiple small molecules at the same time (co-delivery)11 or sequentially12 have been developed.

For example, CombiPatch®, a transdermal patch marketed by Novogyne Pharmaceuticals, is a drug delivery system that can release both estradiol (an estrogen) and norethindrone acetate (a progestin) continuously upon application to the skin and delivers the medication in a steady and predictable manner for hormone replacement therapy. Similar approaches to drug delivery may provide great improvements to achieve enhanced therapies.

To yield enhanced delivery systems, various materials have been utilized, such as inorganic nanomaterials,13 polymers,2,14–16 and biomacromolecules.17–19 Among these, polymers have played an integral role in advanced drug delivery technologies, allowing both hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs to be released at constant (or variable) rates over long periods of time. One approach utilized small molecule “drug” loaded polymer-based “reservoirs”, which allowed for diffusion-controlled drug release.5,20 Another approach relied on covalently21,22 or non-covalently bonding23 drug molecules onto/into a carrier; the bond between the drug and the carrier can be broken at certain environmental conditions, e.g., in the presence of an enzyme,24 and/or at certain pH values.25

Responsive polymers have also found their way into many drug delivery systems, with poly(\(N\)-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAm) being the most utilized to date.27–30 pNIPAm is well known to be thermo-responsive, exhibiting a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) at 32 °C in water. That is, at temperature \( T < 32 °C \)
the polymer has favorable interactions with water molecules and exists as a solvated, extended random coil. The polymer–
polymer interactions become dominant at \( T > 32 \, ^\circ \text{C} \), causing the polymer to desolvate and collapse into a dense globular
conformation.\textsuperscript{31,32} Furthermore, the transition is fully reversible
and can be repeated many times. As the LCST is close to
physiological temperature, pNIPAm-based materials, such as
hydrogels and microgels have been widely exploited extensively
for biomedical and biological applications. Like linear pNIPAm,
pNIPAm-based hydrogel particles (microgels) have also been
synthesized and are fully water swollen (large diameter)
at \( T < 32 \, ^\circ \text{C} \), while they are dehydrated (small diameter) at
\( T > 32 \, ^\circ \text{C} \). pNIPAm-based micro and nanogels are most easily
synthesized via free radical precipitation polymerization.\textsuperscript{33–36}
This approach is versatile in terms of the variety of chemical
functionality that can be added to the microgels by simply
adding functional monomers to the reaction prior to the
initiation. Using this approach, pNIPAm-based microgels with
a variety of chemical functionalities have been synthesized. The
most commonly used comonomer is acrylic acid (AAc), which
renders pNIPAm-co-AAc microgel pH responsive.\textsuperscript{37–39} AAc can
also be used to couple other small molecules to the microgels
by various coupling chemistries. The pH responsivity of the
pNIPAm-co-AAc microgels is a direct result of the weak acidity
of the AAc group. AAc has a \( pK_a \) of \( 4.25 \), therefore when the
pH of their environment is \( < 4.25 \), the AAc groups are protonated
and mostly neutral (a slight charge can exists depending
on the initiator used), while they are negatively charged when at
pH \( > 4.25 \). As a result, at high pH, the microgels have attractive
electrostatic interactions with positively charged species, while
at low pH they have minimal interactions with positively charged
species. Similarly, other weak acid/base modified microgels can
be synthesized, e.g., in this submission we generated boronic acid
modified microgels by copolymerization of 3-(acrylamido)phenyl-
boronic acid (APBA) into the microgels.\textsuperscript{29,40–42} APBA exhibits a
\( pK_a \) of \( -8.4 \) and is therefore negatively charged at pH \( > 8.4 \),
while APBA is neutral at pH \( < 8.4 \). Like AAc-modified microgels,
the APBA-modified microgels exhibit attractive interactions with
positively charged species at high pH, while they are neutralized,
and have minimal interactions with positively charged species at
lower pH (\( < 8.4 \)).

The structure of the etalon can be seen in Fig. 1. We also showed
that this device structure could be used as a “reservoir” for small
molecules, allowing controlled and triggered release of the small
molecules to a system.\textsuperscript{52–54} Specifically, by localizing a small
molecule into the microgel layer, we showed that the thickness
of the Au layer covering the microgels (overlayer) allowed control
over release rates; this due to the tunability of the Au pore size
with its thickness.\textsuperscript{46,53} That is, thick Au has fewer and smaller
pores than thin Au, which allows small molecules to exit the
microgel layer either slow or fast, respectively.\textsuperscript{53}

In the present work, we combined the ability to control
the release rate of small molecules from our reservoir devices with the ability to tailor microgel chemistry to produce
a system capable of delivering small molecules only at a specific
solution pH and at controlled rates. This was accomplished
by constructing reservoir devices from pNIPAm-co-AAc and
pNIPAm-co-APBA microgels, which respond to pH by ionizing over
dramatically different ranges; the ionization (and neutralization) is
what allows small molecules to be released only at drastically
different solution pHs. We believe that these systems can provide
more options for sequential and controlled drug release or
multi-drug delivery approaches to therapy.

Results and discussion

A schematic of the drug loading mechanism is shown in Fig. 2. The model drug used in this study was methylene blue (MB).
As the structure shows, MB is a positively charged molecule,
which can interact strongly with negative charged moieties. In this
study, two sets of microgels were synthesized, pNIPAm-co-AAc
(AAC-MG) and pNIPAm-co-APBA (APBA-MG), which are both pH
responsive. Specifically, these groups are negatively charged at
pH \( > 4.25 \) and \( 8.4 \), respectively, but are neutral at pHs below
these respective pH values. The microgels were loaded with MB
by exposing them to solutions at pH 10.0, which was high
enough to render both sets of microgels negatively charged,
while the MB remained positively charged. This allowed the MB
to be absorbed by the microgels via electrostatic interactions, as
shown schematically in Fig. 2. After loading, and washing away the excess MB with pH 10.0 solution, the microgels exhibited a blue color; this confirmed that the MB was loaded into the microgel.

After MB was loaded into the microgels, we investigated their ability to release MB in a pH-triggered fashion. Specifically, when the solution pH is > 8.4, both the APBA-MG and AAc-MG will be negatively charged, and will bind the MB strongly. When the solution pH is decreased below the pKₐ for APBA, MB will be released from APBA-MG, while MB will still be bound to the AAc-MG. MB will then be released from the AAc-MG when the solution pH is below the AAc pKₐ. The hypothesized release mechanism is shown schematically in Fig. 3.
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the release behavior is similar to what was observed at 37 °C. Upon close inspection, it appears that the release kinetics at both temperatures were approximately the same when the solution pH was decreased from pH 10.0 to 7.0. Although, the device at 37 °C appeared to release faster than the device at 25 °C when the solution pH was further decreased from 7.0 to 3.0. This observation could be the result of many different factors (e.g., slightly different LCSTs for the microgels, and/or different total microgel diameter changes for the microgels after collapse), which need to be investigated more carefully. This will be investigated further, but we feel that those experiments are out of the scope of the present submission.

For comparison, we investigated the pH dependent MB release profile for the mixed microgels (1:1 (v/v)) in solution. This was done by mixing 200 µL of each of the drug-loaded microgels into 10.0 mL pH 10.0 solution in a centrifuge tube. After soaking for 3 h, the whole sample was centrifuged to cause the microgels to be forced to the bottom of the centrifuge tube, and 1 mL of the supernatant solution was analyzed via UV-vis spectroscopy. The supernatant solution was returned to the original centrifuge tube and the solution was mixed and left to incubate for more time. At certain points, the solution pH was changed to pH 7.0 and 3.0, and the data can be seen in ESI,† Fig. S3. Compared to the microgel-based reservoir device, the free microgels release much more slowly, and take much longer to completely release the MB. Specifically, the release triggered from the first step takes ~4 h to stabilize, but the second pH-triggered release continues for days.

To further prove that the release rate from the reservoir devices can be tuned by varying the thickness of the reservoir device’s Au overlayer, we prepared samples with two different Au overlayer thicknesses, 50 nm and 230 nm. To make the devices here, the painting procedure was varied slightly compared to what is described above. Specifically, to achieve the desired 1:1 ratio of APBA-MG : AAc-MG, half of each substrate was painted with APBA-MG, and the other half was painted with AAc-MG. This was done to offer more control over the microgel ratios in the reservoir devices. That is, the nature of the painting procedure produces “monolithic” monolayers of microgels on the Au coated surfaces. This ensures that each half of the surface is completely covered with a similar amount of the respective polymers. This is not something that can be said for painting the mixed microgel solutions. Regardless, the release profiles are shown in Fig. 6. As can be seen, the device composed of a thin Au layer releases MB significantly faster than the devices composed of a relatively thick Au layer. This is due to the smaller pores of the thick Au overlayers restricting access of the MB to the bulk solution; thin Au has many pores, which isn’t as effective at restricting access of the MB to the solution as the thick Au.48 We point out that the release profile for the devices made for this experiment is similar to what was observed in Fig. 5 (painting the mixed microgels), which proves that the painting protocol used to make these devices doesn’t greatly alter the observed release behavior.

We point out that for all the experiments above, the ratio of APBA-MG : AAc-MG was 1 : 1. As can be seen from the data, the amount of MB released as a result of the solution pH changes is not the same when stepping from pH 10.0 to 7.0 and from pH 7.0 to 3.0. This suggests that the APBA-MG and AAc-MG have different capacities for releasing MB. This could be a result of the different microgel chemistries, which can influence their interactions with MB. This could also be a result of a mismatch in the number of each ionizable groups in the respective microgels of the reservoir devices. Understanding this behavior would require more experimentation, which will be the subject of another investigation. For this investigation, we wanted to show that we could control the amount of MB released at the different pHs. In that case, we prepared reservoir devices by painting surface with 4 : 1 APBA-MG : AAc-MG and 1 : 1 APBA-MG : AAc-MG. The microgels were loaded with MB, and we investigated the pH triggered release by UV-vis. The results can be seen in Fig. 7. As can be seen, when the ratio was 1 : 1, ~30% of the release was from the APBA-MG (the pH 10.0 to 7.0 change) and ~70% was from the AAc-MG (pH 7.0 to 3.0 change). However, when the ratio was 4 : 1, the release from each of the microgels was approximately equal. This represents a very powerful yet simple
approach to precisely control the amount of small molecules delivered to a system. For example, an array of reservoir devices can be fabricated on a single substrate, each containing different ratios of microgels, which will allow one to rationally design the specific release characteristics. Furthermore, this can be combined with the tunable release kinetics (by changing the Au overlayer thickness) to provide even more control over small molecule doses.

Finally, we determined the ability of the devices to release more than one small molecule when triggered by pH. For these experiments, MB and crystal violet (CV), were used, and were separately loaded into APBA-MGs and AAc-MGs. The release profile from these devices can be seen in Fig. 8. As can be seen, when the solution pH was decreased to 7.0 at ~4 min, MB that was loaded in the APBA-MG was released. However, the CV in AAc-MG was not released until the solution pH was adjusted to 3.0. We point out that there was some overlap in the absorbance spectra for MB and CV, and therefore there was an increase in the CV signal (590 nm) when the MB was triggered to release, and vice versa. While this is the case, there may be some MB and CV released nonspecifically from the respective microgels. Regardless, the results suggest that the devices could be used to sequentially release small molecules to a system in a pH dependent fashion.

Experimental

Materials

\(N\)-Isopropylacrylamide (NIPAm) was purchased from TCI (Portland, Oregon) and purified by recrystallization from hexanes (ACS reagent grade, EMD, Gibbstown, NJ) prior to use. N,N'-Methylenebisacrylamide (BIS) (99%), acrylic acid (AAc) (99%), 3-(acrylamido)phenylboronic acid (APBA) and ammonium persulfate (APS) (98+%) were obtained from Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and were used as received. Sodium chloride was obtained from EMD (Millipore, Billerica, MA), and deionized (DI) water with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm was used. Cr/Au annealing was done in a Thermolyne muffle furnace from ThermoFisher Scientific (Ottawa, Ontario). Anhydrous ethanol was obtained from Commercial Alcohols (Brampton, Ontario). Sodium hydroxide (NaOH, 99.8%) and hydrochloric acid were purchased from Caledon Chemicals (Georgetown, Ontario) and were used as received. Fisher’s finest glass cover-slips were 25 × 25 mm and obtained from Fisher Scientific (Ottawa, Ontario). Cr was 99.999% and obtained from ESPI as flakes (Ashland, OR), while Au was 99.99% and obtained from MRCS Canada (Edmonton, AB). Methylene blue (MB) and crystal violet (CV) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.

Microgel synthesis

Microgels composed of poly(\(N\)-isopropylacrylamide)-co-acrylic acid (pNIPAm-co-AAc) were synthesized via free radical precipitation polymerization as described previously. Briefly, a 3-necked round bottom flask was fitted with a reflux condenser, nitrogen inlet, and temperature probe, and charged with a solution of NIPAm (11.9 mmol) and BIS (0.703 mmol) in 99 mL deionized water, previously filtered through a 0.2 μm filter. The solution was bubbled with \(N_2\) gas and allowed to heat to 70 °C over ~1 hour. AAc (1.43 mmol) was added to the heated reaction mixture in one aliquot. The reaction was then initiated with a solution of APS (0.2 mmol) in 1 mL of deionized water. The reaction was allowed to proceed at 70 °C for 4 hours under a blanket of nitrogen. The resulting suspension was allowed to cool overnight, and then it was filtered through a Whatman #1 paper filter to remove any large aggregates. The microgel solution was then distributed into centrifuge tubes and purified via centrifugation at ~8300 rcf to form a pellet, followed by removal of the supernatant and resuspension with deionized water, 6×. The cleaned microgels were recombined and stored in a brown glass jar. Poly(\(N\)-isopropylacrylamide-3-(acrylamido)phenylboronic acid) (pNIPAm-co-APBA) microgels were synthesized in the same manner but replacing the AAc with APBA. The pH responsivity of the APBA-containing microgels is shown in ESI, Fig. S4, while the pH responsivity for the AAc-containing microgels has been demonstrated previously.

Loading MB into microgels

250 μL of highly concentrated pNIPAm-co-AAc microgels, 250 μL of highly concentrated pNIPAm-co-APBA microgels, and 200 μL of aqueous MB solution (0.5 mg mL\(^{-1}\)) was added into 10.0 mL pH 10.0 solution (in a centrifuge tube), vortexed for 30 s and soaked for 3 h. The solution was then centrifuged for 1 h at 10 000 rpm, the supernatant solution containing the unbound MB was removed, and the microgels resuspended at the bottom in pH 10.0 solution. This pH allowed the unbound MB to be separated from the MB loaded microgels. This process of centrifugation and resuspension was repeated 3 times.

MB release from mixed microgels in solution

25 μL of dye loaded mixed microgel solution was added to centrifuge tubes containing solutions with pH 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0,
6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0. The microgels were left exposed to these solutions for 3 h then centrifuged for 1 h at 10,000 rpm. We also prepared mixed microgel solutions to investigate the kinetics of MB release from the microgels in solution. This was done by mixing 200 µL of each drug-loaded microgel into 10.0 mL pH 10.0 solution, incubating for some time, then centrifuging to isolate the microgels from the supernatant solution. 1 mL of the supernatant solution was analyzed each time, which was completely returned back to the original solution in the centrifuge tube. The process was repeated many times, and the solution pH was varied by adding 1.0 M HCl. The absorbance value at 664 nm ($\lambda_{\text{max}}$ for MB) was collected from a UV-vis spectrum obtained with an Agilent 8453 UV-vis spectrophotometer, equipped with an 89090A temperature controller and Peltier heating device.

**Microgel-based reservoir device fabrication**

2 nm Cr followed by 15 nm of Au was deposited via thermal evaporated (Torr International Inc., thermal evaporation system, Model THEUPG, New Windsor, NY) onto a 25 x 25 mm ethanol rinsed and N₂ gas dried glass coverslip (Fisher's Finest, Ottawa, ON) at a rate of 0.2 Å s⁻¹, and 0.1 Å s⁻¹, respectively. The Cr/Au substrates were annealed at 250 °C for 3 h (Thermolyne muffle furnace, Ottawa, ON) and cooled to room temperature prior to microgel film deposition. Approximately 10 mL of microgel solution was centrifuged at ~8300 rcf to form a pellet at the bottom of a centrifuge tube. The supernatant was removed and discarded, and the pellet was vortexed to loosen and homogenize the particles in the remaining solvent. A 40 µL aliquot of the concentrated microgels was added onto the substrate and then spread toward each edge using the side of a micropipette tip. The substrate was rotated 90°, and the microgel solution was spread again. The spreading and rotation continued until the microgel solution became too viscous to spread due to drying. The microgel solution was allowed to dry completely on the substrate for 2 h with the hot plate temperature set to 35 °C. The dry film was then rinsed copiously with DI water to remove any excess microgels not bound directly to the Au. The film was then placed into a DI water bath and allowed to incubate overnight on a hot plate set to ~30 °C. Following this step, the samples were then rinsed with deionized water, dried with N₂, and then immersed into a 20 mL solution of MB (0.5 mg mL⁻¹, pH of 10.0) overnight. Excess MB was rinsed off the substrate with pH 10.0 solution (to not disturb the microgel–MB interaction) and incubated in pH 10.0 solution overnight followed by drying with N₂ gas. Another Au overlayer (2 nm Cr and 50 nm Au) was evaporated onto the MB loaded microgel layer. Since we were interested in understanding how the Au overlayer affected the rate of MB release from the etalon, we sealed the etalon's edges with clear nail polish to ensure that the MB was being released through the Au overlayer. Previous studies have confirmed that this is effective at preventing small molecules from releasing from the sides of the reservoir devices. To fabricate devices with different ratios of microgels, we followed the same procedure as above, with slight modification. Briefly, to generate the 4:1 samples, we coated 80% of the substrate with APBA-MG, and 20% with AAc-MG. For the 1:1 samples, half of the substrate was coated with APBA-MG and the other half coated with AAc-MG.

For loading MB and CV into APBA-MG and AAc-MG, respectively, we exposed the portion of the substrate coated with APBA-MG to the MB solution (0.5 mg mL⁻¹, pH 10.0) and the portion coated with AAc-MG to the CV solution (0.5 mg mL⁻¹ in pH 7.0). After 3 h, the excess solutions were rinsed off the surfaces with pH 10.0 and pH 7.0 solutions, respectively. The microgels were then coated with a given thickness of Au and the edges sealed to prevent release from the side of the device.

**Release from reservoir devices**

A Petri dish containing 20 mL of pH 10.0 solution was placed on a hot plate, and the solution temperature maintained at either 37 °C or 25 °C. The solution in the Petri dish was stirred continuously at 260 RPM using a magnetic stir bar. The solution pH always began at 10.0, and was adjusted by addition of 0.1 M HCl. The solution flowed through a cuvette (via a peristaltic pump) in an Agilent 8453 UV-vis spectrophotometer, equipped with an 89090A temperature controller and Peltier heating device. MB loaded etalons were added to the Petri dish, and a timer started. The absorbance spectrum from the solution was collected every 60 s.

**Conclusions**

In summary, we showed that microgel-based reservoir devices could be fabricated from mixed microgels, specifically APBA-MG and AAc-MG. We went on to show that these microgels could load positively charged MB, which could be released sequentially to a system, in a pH dependent fashion. That is, when the solution pH was 10.0, both microgels were negatively charged and bound the MB strongly. When the solution pH was decreased to 7.0, the APBA-MG was neutralized and released MB; the AAc-MG was neutralized and released its MB when the pH was decreased to pH 3.0. The data obtained from the reservoir devices was compared to microgels in solution, which exhibited much slower release kinetics. We also showed that the release kinetics from the reservoir devices could be tuned by varying the Au overlayer thickness. Additionally, we showed that the amount of MB delivered to a system as a result of the pH changes could be tuned by changing the ratio of the APBA-MG and AAc-MG in the reservoir devices. Finally, we demonstrated that two different small molecules could be delivered to a system when triggered at specific pHs, e.g., pH 7.0 and 3.0. These systems represent a versatile approach to sequentially delivering small molecules to a system, in a triggered fashion, with tunable release kinetics. Importantly, their release behavior can be easily tuned by simply changing the microgel chemistry, e.g., by generating reservoir devices from microgels that ionize at different solution pH. This would allow one to deliver various small molecules to a system triggered by a variety of solution pHs. This, combined with the tunable release kinetics and the ability to array these devices on a single substrate, makes this delivery platform extremely versatile, powerful, and unique.
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